THE PERFECT LUMBER FOR EVERY PROJECT

Interfor Elite V-Joint Paneling

Western Red Cedar
Interfor Elite Cedar V-Joint Paneling offers the ultimate in
quality appearance, combining the exceptional beauty and
outstanding performance of Western Red Cedar with our
consistent manufacturing excellence. As one of the world’s
largest suppliers of Western Red Cedar, Interfor has a reliable
fiber supply to provide the perfect product when it is needed.
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INTERFOR ELITE V-JOINT PANELING
BEST CHOICE FOR APPEARANCE
Western Red Cedar offers beauty, rich color and
exceptional building properties, and it is manufactured
to exacting standards through our kiln and planer
facilities. Properly finished and maintained, Western
Red Cedar ages gracefully and lasts for years.
Interfor Elite V-Joint Paneling features straight, even
grain; uniform texture; and sound, tight knots that
will not fall out over time. It is reversible — smooth on
one face and saw-textured on the other — and can
be installed with either side exposed. The sawn face
adds an appealing texture to the finished project. The
product is available in both a V4E and V2E pattern.
BEST FOR QUALITY & PERFORMANCE
One of the easiest woods to work, Western Red
Cedar is dimensionally stable, lightweight, strong and
versatile, and is naturally resistant to decay and insect
damage. Interfor Elite V-Joint Paneling is easy to saw
and glue, and accepts nails and other fasteners.
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SEASONING

The cellular structure and insulation value of Western
Red Cedar means that buildings featuring Cedar
paneling, ceilings or siding are cooler in the summer
and warmer in the winter. The wood also suppresses
and absorbs sound.
Tongue and groove is widely used for its appearance
and versatility. Interfor Elite V-Joint Paneling can be
installed vertically, horizontally or diagonally, with each
method giving a distinctly different look.
BEST FOR ENVIRONMENT
Wood from responsible sources is by far the best
building choice. Wood grows naturally, it is recyclable
and renewable, and its cellular structure captures and
stores carbon. Interfor meets the highest environmental
standards, and our quality Western Red Cedar comes from
forests in British Columbia that are third-party certified.
Western Red Cedar’s natural oils that act as preservatives
protect against decay and insects so harmful chemical
treatment is not needed.
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FINISHING AND MAINTENANCE
• Western Red Cedar is pitch and resin-free, making it
an excellent base for paints and stains.
• Western Red Cedar should never weather for
more than two weeks before finishing. All finishes
adhere and perform better when applied to fresh,
unweathered wood.
• Power washers are not recommended for use on
Western Red Cedar.
• For best results, Western Red Cedar should be coated

on all sides before installation. Factory finishing,
where available, is preferred.
• Corrosion-resistant nails such as hot-dipped
galvanized aluminum and stainless steel are
recommended.
• More detailed information about finishing and
maintenance is available from the Western Red Cedar
Lumber Association website at www.realcedar.com/
resources/brochures-literature/.

DISTRIBUTED BY:

Interfor is a growth-oriented lumber company with operations in
Canada and the United States. The Company has annual production
capacity of 3.1 billion board feet and offers one of the most diverse
lines of lumber products to customers around the world.
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